AVI (Automatic Vehicle Identification)

Overview
The FasTrack AVI system creates a whole new world of
fleet fuelling on your sites. We all know that fuel is a
near cash commodity and open to theft and fraud. The
FasTrack AVI system provides a tight bond between the
vehicle, the flow of fuel, and the account, which puts
you in control of your fuel. Whether you operate a
retail service station, a home base fuelling depot or a
commercial truck stop, FasTrack will make a significant
financial impact on your business.
The FasTrack AVI system provides benefits to fuel
retailers, their fleet customers, and the fleet drivers, a
unique win-win-win situation. Fuel retailers using AVI
have seen a rise in overall sales. This is because the
AVI system provides a unique form of loyalty to the
retailer’s sites. Additionally, retailers can use the fuel/
vehicle data and account management to create new
service revenue and differentiated marketing offerings
to help lift overall sales.
For fleet owners who use retail or homebase sites
to fuel their vehicles, AVI will ensure every drop of
fuel is placed in an authorized vehicle. Fleets will
receive more accurate tracking reports and invoices,
automatically. Both of these lead to significant cost
savings for the fleet and allow them to focus on their
core business.

Is FasTrack AVI for you?
•

Are you an oil company in a highly
competitive market? Are you looking for
a differentiated offering to bring new fleet
customers to your sites and keep your
existing customers loyal?

•

Are you an oil company with innovative
marketing ideas? Are you looking for new
technology to implement these ideas?

•

Are you an oil company or homebase fleet
operator looking to reduce the cost of fuel
losses and fraud?

•

Are you a homebase fleet operator looking
to simplify your fuel tracking back office
process?

•

Are you a homebase fleet operator
looking to improve your vehicle/engine
maintenance tracking process?
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Key features

Business benefits

Maximum uptime and reliability

Increase oil company revenue

The FasTrack AVI system is configured to work with the
powerful, robust, and proven Postec controller, as well
as the Foresight head office and account management
software. All FasTrack components have robust IP
ratings and industry certifications. The unique UHF
technology used by the FasTrack wireless receiver
ensures all transactions are read from the nozzle
readers.

Oil companies can use FasTrack as a differentiated
payment and service offering to fleets. Fleets will
become loyal to your network to ensure they get the
benefits of the AVI system and any accounting and data
reports you provide to them.

Industry leading encryption and security
The FasTrack RFID vehicle tag and nozzle reader use
the same chip and encryption key technology used by
a major contactless credit card provider. FasTrack uses
a variety of vehicle tags to ensure fraud and tamperproofing is maintained across all vehicle types, and all
tags are equipped with a self destruct mechanism.
Fast and easy site and vehicle installation
FasTrack tags do not require any drilling or screws to
be used on the vehicle. Instead, tags use self-adhesive
backing and glue/epoxy for attaching to vehicles,
making installation a 5 minute process. FasTrack
vehicle data devices are also designed for quick and
easy installation.
Most cost effective design
The unique UHF communications of the wireless
receiver means FasTrack can cover most forecourts
with just one receiver. The ATEX approved, replaceable
battery on the nozzle reader provides a quick, easy, and
cost effective method for future maintenance of your
system.
End to end solution by Gilbarco Veeder Root
The FasTrack AVI system is just one component of a
broader automation solution. Gilbarco Veeder Root can
also provide industry leading products for forecourt
control, head office/back office, account management
software, driver and attendant tagging, outdoor
terminals, tank gauges, installation and service.

Reduce fleet fuel costs
The unique benefit of an AVI system is the assurance
that fuel only goes into authorized vehicles. FasTrack
simplifies reporting, invoicing, and managing, and
eliminates many of the manual back office processes
used today.
Simplify fuelling process
The FasTrack AVI system eliminates all human
intervention of the payment transaction process. This
makes the entire forecourt process faster, simpler, and
more accurate. Both drivers and attendants will be
free from handling cash and cards when purchasing
fuel.
Increase fleet vehicle maintenance
Fleets that use the optional vehicle data device
will automatically receive information about their
vehicles each time they fuel. Engine hours, odometer
readings and fuel per distance travelled consumption
information are readily available. This information
will assist in tracking maintenance issues, scheduling
maintenance, and prevent fuel siphoning from vehicle
tanks.

How it works
On the Vehicle
RFID Tags:

fuelling process to ensure the nozzle is not removed
from the vehicle inlet. If the nozzle is removed, the
nozzle will inform the controller via the wireless
readers use a unique ATEX approved replaceable
protected by a rubberized nozzle cover, which is
designs.
Wireless Receiver: The FasTrack receiver is responsible

vehicle tags are quick and easy to install (less than 5
prevent removal or tampering.

the nozzle readers, vehicle data devices, and the
forecourt controller. The FasTrack receiver uses a
are always established with nozzle readers and
designed to mount into the site’s canopy, on a pole,
or on a refueller truck. The FasTrack receiver is built
for the forecourt with all components and antennas
contained in an IP55 rated enclosure.

Vehicle Data Device:
feature for a vehicle. It installs under the dashboard
data device collects engine hours and odometer
readings from the vehicle and wirelessly reports
them to the receiver/forecourt controller. FasTrack
to suit the needs of various vehicle types. FasTrack

All AVI
systems require a forecourt controller to provide the
business logic for the system. This applies for both site

manufacture provides over its OBD connector.

account.

On the Site
Nozzle Readers:
RFID reader is installed on selected nozzles on a
forecourt. When the nozzle is placed inside the
vehicle tank inlet, the reader uses an encrypted
low frequency to interrogate the vehicle tag. The
nozzle then communicates via UHF to the wireless
receiver and forecourt controller to check for the

TVD (Tagging Visual Display) and 4DET (Data Entry
Terminal):
we strongly recommend using one of them with the

conduct manual overrides, print receipts, or collect

Head Office and Account Management

Gilbarco Veeder-Root offers several head office
software options for managing the accounts of your
FasTrack AVI system. The Gilbarco Veeder-Root systems
provide integrated account and wetstock management
applications that can be used in an online or offline
environment and in single site or multi-site networks.
All data is presented in an intuitive manner enabling
users to manage their core business objectives.

to individual tags and groups of tags. For example,
you can create grade restrictions, authorized site
restrictions, and expiry dates for your tags.

The first head office option is the Postec Foresight head
office and account management software. Foresight
is designed for the commercial homebase user. A
variety of AVI-based restrictions are available to apply

A third option is integrating a 3rd party account
management system to the PCC and FasTrack AVI
system, although this option will include some custom
development work by both parties

The second head office option is Postec’s Foresight
Fleet application, which is designed for retail oil
companies. Foresight Fleet provides more advanced
restrictions, such as volume and sales limits, but also
included invoicing and accounting functionality.

.

Other Products
Veeder Root TLS2
The fuel inventory in your tanks represents a significant value. Veeder Root tank gauges enable easy, accurate,
and continuous monitoring of your fuel inventory. The TLS2 provides the current level of your tanks, delivery
information, alarms, and leak detection. Best of all, it eliminates the need, inaccuracy, and hazards of
manually dipping tanks. By combining the TLS2 with the Postec controller, all tank
inventory data is automatically collected by the controller and available for reporting
in the head office or back office.
Additionally, the powerful controller + gauge combination provides full reconciliation
of your fuel. Now you can confirm that fuel sales through your dispensers are equal
to the tank inventory drop, and begin to identify the sources of any fuel loss.
Over 250,000 sites around the world have installed a Veeder Root tank gauge, thus
proving the value of inventory control and Veeder Root products.
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